FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Author & Mentor Rahkal Shelton Releases New book
“Dreams Bigger Than Texas”
(Atlanta, GA)- Featured on major media platforms including WGN, 93.7 The Beat, N’DIGO &
more, Rahkal Shelton's highly anticipated book “Dreams Bigger Than Texas” made its
debut. After a plethora of support from fans including a Kickstarter campaign, Shelton has taken
immeasurable steps to produce a masterpiece parallel to titles such as “The Coldest Winter
Ever,” “The Wood” or even “The Pursuit of Happyness.” Dreams Bigger than Texas: A Story of
Purpose, Perseverance and Growth Into Womanhood is an incredible autobiographical
modern-day, coming-of-age, rose-from-concrete story.
"Born to a 19-year-old heroin- and cocaine-addicted mother, Rahkal “Dee” Shelton entered the
cold South side of Chicago, second to the oldest of four. Consumed by despair, saturated in abuse
and violence, and infested with social disease, she becomes accustomed to an environment
predicted to produce a hopeless and confined being. Sleeping under carpet in freezing
temperatures, being evicted and moving from state to state — Dee learns some of life’s hardest
lessons at an early age."
Watch Rahkal Shelton’s “Dreams Bigger Than Texas” Promo Trailers:
https://youtu.be/V-tznE4ybfk
https://youtu.be/J256rNJhKIs
WGN Interview:
https://youtu.be/Nro_cDbR7Go
Order /learn more:
http://www.dreamsbiggerthantexas.com
Interview inquiries contact:
Rahkal Shelton, Email: Rahkal@DreamsBiggerThanTexas.com
About Rahkal Shelton: Rahkal C. D. Shelton is an author, speaker, media specialist and mentor.
Passionate about serving and impacting culture, she loves volunteering, educating and
empowering youth through mentorship. Over the last decade, Rahkal has worked in sports, news
and entertainment media. She currently works for CNN and has experience ranging from
hosting, coordinating, producing and directing. In 2009, she found her purpose and gift of
mentoring and organizing. This has led to working with disadvantaged students as well as
employees within elite corporate structures, proving by action that she is a helpful guide to both.
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